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I detect some ignorance surrounding the situation of the
Palestinians, and, wishing to polemicise the stance taken by
those comrades who slander their struggle for h'beration, tlus
being based apparently, on the grounds that all national
liberation struggles are inherently bourgeois or reactionary in

~ nature. While not wishing to wholly deny that this is often the
case, or to appear uncritical of the PLO, it should be noted that
the Palestinian movement to date has been one of the most
intemational in character, and that it seems a gross if not callous
mistake to dismiss as iuisocialist the struggle of the whole of the
Palestinian masses, and not to credit them with any real
revolutionary potential. The basis of any intemational working
class movement must be an understanding of all oppressed
people, undertaken with a view to the class character of the
facts of their existence. The following is an attempt to provide
this, and to illustrate with examples, the conditions that they
are forced to operate under, and why as a consequence, their
resistance has taken the fonn of armed struggle

Palestinian unions first emerged in 1925 and, assisted by
Zionist land seizures, grew to a membership of 50 000 by
1946. Action against land seizures was however taken, and in
1936 there was a 6-month general strike against the British
mandate and the policy of land acquisition In this strike the
Palestinians claim to have lost a greater percentage of the pop
ulation than the Vietnamese in the Vietnam war The majonty
of workers in this period were nevertheless agricultural workers
and until 1948 and the scattering of the Palestimans, 80% still
worked on the land.

The disruption of events after 1948 made organising m trade
unions difficult, and it was not until 1965 that they fully
reorganised as the Palestinian Trades Union Federation (PTUF)
Despite being banned in Israel and Jordan, the PTUF still exists
and has 31 syndicates which, alongside other umons and syndic
ates including womens’ organisations constitute 25% of the
Palestinian National Council, the supreme representative body

I Many of the unions and syndicates are forced to work under
ground because they belong to the PTUF and Israeh law forbids
trade union or political organisations which express national
aspirations.

After 1966, Palestinians were allowed to _]OlI'l the Israeli
‘trade union’, the Histadrut, although under the auspices of the
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Proletarian Intemationalists on their way to Orgreave
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‘Arab Department’. Most Palestinian members were in unskilled
jobs, some working for the Histadrut, one of Israel’s largest
employers, involved in, for example, constructing Jewish settle-
ments- The ‘Arab’ Department has however now closed, and
the remaining members exist in limbo. Despite all this, the
International Labour Organisation still chooses to recognise the
Histadrut as a trade union, as does the TGWU in Britain, who
recently, in the wake of the Shattila massacres, played host to
some touring Histadrut reps.

With the dispersion of the Palestinian masses in 1948, it was
the middle classes who came to constitute the diaspora, the
nation in exile, and the situation today tends to remain the
same. Work in Israel is mostly unskilled, and the-re’s little skilled
work in the ‘occupied territories’ of the West Bank and Gaza.
Skilled workers, therefore, tend to emigrate, and, although
being Palestinian, they are politically undesirable, the unskilled
shall be doubtlesslymore so.

Such workers therefore remain employed in the areas of
Israeli economy, such as construction orpublic services and
sanitation, where health and safety standards are deficient or
difficult to enforce. For these workers there is little hope of
solidarity with Sephardic (Arab or Oriental) Jews who occupy
the next rung on the ladder of Israeli society. With the ’70s
influx of Palestinians to Israel and the collapse of attempts
such as the bi-racial Black Panthers, Sephardic Jews began to
regard the Palestinians as athreat to their own marginal position
and have become one of the biggest supports of the right wing
Likud Party. The position now is such that the secretary of the
(Israeli) construction workers union last year recommended
that workers councils and committees should visit sites to
prevent employers exploiting the crisis in the construction
sector by dismissing Israeli workers and employing others ‘at
lower salaries and conditions’. (Ha Retz, November 1983).
The International Labour Organisation figures show that Pales-
tinians are paid half the wage of an Israeli for the same job.

As men have increasingly become wage slaves, usually working
away from their villages, so women have adapted their role in
farming or, where no plot exists, they labour in Jewish settle-
ments or work in textiles. Where they are organised in industry,
they have fought campaigns for equal pay and rights and sick
pay, but there have also been women’s demonstrations to
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protest about the resiting of refugee camps and to express
solidaritywith striking women prisoners. They have also co-
ordinated work on cases of women under town arrest which
interestingly enough was done in association with an Israeli
non-Zionist women’s group.

THE ‘OCCUPIED TERRITORIES’

In Israel, Palestinian villages are largely dormitoiies, in the
West Bank and Gaza the situation is worse. Of four million non-
diaspora Palestinians, one million exist here in refugee camps.
One third of the work force here are migrants to Israel, not
legally permitted to remain overnight although some do, to
save fares and travelling time. These workers constitute 5%
of the Israeli workforce but 25% of those in construction.
In order to work like this they must obtain pemrits. These are
granted for one month initially and thereafter for three months
although for the majority of such workers employment is on
a daily basis through agencies. Other migrant workers, mostly in
construction, are illegal ‘casuals’ not paying tax or national
insurance for which no benefits accrue anyway and which only
go to fund directly, the occupation of the West Bank and Gaza.

Within these occupied territories unions are harrassed on the
grounds that they are ‘hostile to occupation’ and workers here
again are denied the alternative of belonging to the Histadrut.
Under these conditions, and with unemployment at 80% in
sectors such as tailor shops, workers are reluctant to strike
against Palestinian employers although this has happened.

Indeed, the position of those not selling their labour is such
that even a bourgeois policy of reflation could not alleviate
the situation. Local industry is hindered through mliitary
laws and discriminating taxes and stores now suffer daily raids
by the tax authorities. These restrictions also extend to agri-
culture and farmers need pemiits for the size and type of their
crops and are prohibited from growing crops that compete with
Isaeli produce such as Jaffa oranges which were originally
Palestinian produce. Jordan also restricts West Bank exports
on a similar basis.

The situation is again exacerbated by the fact that acquisition
still occurs and in the West Bank land expropriation and
military zones amount to a third of the area. Where settlements
then occur crop output is further affected by their drainage
or well sinking lowering the water table or simply by water
being diverted. The result of existence under these unremitting
conditions is that the inhabitants of West Bank and Gaza have
become increasingly dependant on the ability of the migrant
workers to sell their labour under the tenuous and exacting
circumstances of the Israeli labour market. v

It seems obvious therefore, that while a homeland and the
very means of existence are denied them on the basis of their
nationality, the struggle for Palestinians as workers cannot be
separated from the political struggle for national liberation.
Indeed for as long as they are expelled from their homeland
while being prohibited access to other countries or means of
existence the prospect of armed struggle will remain, and one
which could as easily exist under the banners of of anti-racism
and anti-imperialism as that of statism-. They should not
therefore be denied a homeland, not at least by anyone un-
willing to burn their own prestigious little passport or national
identity card, and, while remaining critical of staist tendencies
we should support their emancipation and attempt to engender
a culture of anarchism within the arab world amongst whose
history to date it remains little known.

M. Diane
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In our ‘prestigious little passports’, it clearly says they are the _ .~
property of HM Government. It follows that to burn them \ ‘
would be a first irreversible step in the generalised refusal of 1
the identities capitalism forces upon us, and of the power of :
the capitalist state, etc. etc. etc. But as we cross the line into -1- a
illegalism, do we become unavoidably committed to armed __ . '
struggle against the existing capitalist nation states, in the name ‘L- _ _ ,. , .. .' F
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of those yet unbom generations? (of capitalist nation states.) I’; fli_I_J,!f":’ ’
F 3;’;

But we should seriously consider the effect mass passport-
bunting would have on the employment prospects of millions of
migrant workers from places like Sicily, Spain, Scotland and =
Yugoslavia who make up the manual working class in Switzer- '
land, and a large part of it in West Germany. True, without airy
travel dociunents these people would be saved the indignities of
having their passports irnounded by an ‘alien’ police to stop \
them skipping the country before the end of their employment I
contract, being harrassed, exploited and watched, knowing they Xbe

\ (

\\\\

are propping up an ‘alien’ economy for the sake of a wage which """'
won’t buy anything in the country where it's earned, even if it -
will support a family or maybe two back home.

N.

But of course, these people aren’t stateless. They already have the
right to a ‘homeland’, to democratically self-detemrine their __. .--—- ' ~—-__
lives. They won these privileges through their ‘supreme
representative bodies’, of course, and by working in their trade
imion organisations. Didn’t they.

.|-"1

H0
The cause of the Palestinians’ vulnerability to exploitation and

unemployment isn’t their statelessness, but their status as a-
distinct and visible underclass in Israel and Israeli-occupied - ..
territories. Zionism-hasn’t just disenfranchised Palestinians. It
has actually created the Palestinian working class, by turning
a population of small fanners into a pool of underemployed
wage-labour in the space of forty years. The creation of Israel
was the creation of a modem capitalist state. It began in the
1930s, when Zionist settlers began systematically buying-out
rich Palestinian and Turkish landowners (many of whom lived , .
far enough away not to care less about the erosion of their <4 i
‘homeland’), and the political transformation of Palestine into
the new state of Israel was sanctioned by the United Nations in
I948. Accelerated economic growth meant the expropriation of :
the Palestinian peasantry, a process which is still going on in -eff’
the occupied territories. That’s what’s meant by ‘making the .;:_?_7i§'-3.
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desert bloom’ : Palestinians were faced with a choice : either - -.=‘=;.__,_ 4 -- .""('

they stayed and worked for the new landlord, or they went into -. ,-
exile. This ‘progress’ was sustained by the unifying force of I
Zionism, which setthe seal on a pact of collaboration between
all classes of Israeli citizens. Underwritten by the military and
economic sponsorship of the U.S. bloc, Israeli nationalism I
meant the near-genocide of the Palestinian arab peasantry and ‘
the bedouin tribes.

This is the background to the present struggles of Palestinian \ /'
workers. The point is that Zionism would have remained a
popular lost cause to this day, regardless o-f the suffering of \ & p
European Jews in the 1930s and ’40s, if the ‘allied’ powers had '
not found a use for it in its plan for constructing the post-war Ki“, ' '
capitalist world. This plan transformed the sentimental dream vi,
of a Jewish homeland into the vicious reality of triumphant -
Zionism-. As the Israeli parliament’s first fascist MP said, after
his recent election to the Knesset, “I prefer an Israel everyone X ; \
hates to an Auschwitz the whole world loves.” And unless ‘P p.
the politicians find a similar use for Palestinian nationalism, ¢~‘ "'f_1'_,__ p
the hopes of diaspora Palestinians to retum from exile will ‘ ""‘-* --
not be realised, except with the end of capitalism and all -n
states.
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Despite nationalist rhetoric, the homeland which the
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EVIL NATIONALIST VIOLENCE:
The King David Hotel, Jerusalem, bombed by Irgun (Zionist)
terrorists on July 22nd., 1946
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Palestinians lost can never be reconstructed - any more than
modern Israel is a reconstruction of biblical Judea. In an
it is hard to imagine educated Palestinians, li
cities of Saudi Arabia or Kuwait,
rented small-holding owned by an a
he was a Palestinian). Israel has obliter
the 1930s. In their place it has establishe  
agricultural settlements and rnilitarised zones
are still there, but — even in the West Bank - th
become workers’ dormitories, serving the new ind

So, what ‘solutions’ does Palestinian nationalism
Either an ‘autonomous’ mini-territory on the West Bank a
the River Jordan ; the re-partition of the former Mandate
Territory into separate Jewish and Arab states ; or the
abolition of the state of Israel and its replacement by a
secular republic. Since the. ‘integrity’ of the present state of
Israel is guaranteed by the United States and its western allies,
the only ‘realistic’ prospect is the first one - the one which is
currently being sponsored by the ‘moderate’ arab states, the one
which might be acceptable to the pro.-Arafat wing of the PLO
(and the one which was being diplomatically touted by Geoffrey
‘Mogadon’ Howe, the British Foreign Secretary, during his
recent excursion to the region.) But any-West Bank statelet
would be economically and militarily dependent on its sponsors,
including Israel. Whether it could be sold to the 4 million
Palestinians would have to be seen. Of course, there’s always an
outside chance the next US elections will produce a pro-
Palestinian communist government. Or that Syria will single-
handedly crush Israel and all her allies, then hand it over to the
PLO on a plate

Nationalism, in all its more-or-less subtle variations, has only
one function ;to divide the working class — to disorganise it,
stifle it, to tum workers into cannon-fodder for the endless
inter-ruling class struggles taking place around the world. It’s
the same whether we are talking about the second-division
nationalism of the PLO, IRA and ANC (nationalism under the
banner of ‘liberation’, meaning the establishment at some point

GOOD NATIONALIST VIOLENCE: I '
The Grand Hotel, Brighton, bombed by Irish Republican
freedom fighters on October 12th., 1984 r

|
1
I

in the future of a state which as yet exists only in blueprint);
the victorious, consolidating, ‘progressive’ nationalism of the
MPLA in Angola or the FNLA in Nicaragua; or the ‘reactio
nationalism of Israel’s Likud party or the Loyalist
What makes racist ideologies like Zio
much more obnoxious than
nationalism is the
practic

p 0natio

To us th
Twentieth Ce
Nationalism m
class struggle and
hope the working c
capitalism, which colo
working class must take ba
miserable patches of desert, b
class has no country, no home
every territory and every area of its
of capitalist interest. Nothing less
alter that condition.

If the consequences for the working class of
left-nationalist campaigns is not enough to con
National Liberation ideologl/, far from being an ‘in
part of revolutionary struggle in some parts of the wor
in fact - in each and every instance - proved to be a de
mystification, then a look at the present role ofsocial-nation



WORKING CLASS VIOLENCE :
Scab mr'ner’s bungalow, burned out on November 24th., 1984
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organisations will probably not be enough to end the argument
But it’s worth a try.

Inevitably, the leaders and cadres
behave as a proto-ruling c
ate’ a piece of
°PP

statist
, with an

y other small
n, parliament,

osition, treasury,
estinians in friendly

elsewhere, and generally
as where it holds sway. Its

PLO —- has proved himself a back-
temational stature, hobnobbing with
leaders around the world, notably the

and Kmg Hussein of Jordan, author of the
ember massacre of Palestinian refugees in the

hrch was then under Jordanian rule. Arafat’s
m the PLO (in case you prefer them), are financed

ed by another notable upholder of workers’ rights,
Hafez al Assad, the Butcher of Hama (in April 1981,
opponents of the Ba’athist regime were slaughtered

he suppression of widespread revolts.)

litical sponsors, Yasser Arafat -

s

Although he begins by promising to make a case for the PLO’s

%i9"‘“"‘“' ___
armed wing, M. Diane does not mention the subject again until
his closing remark that “the prospect of anned struggle will
remain” as long as the Palestinians are “denied a homeland”. In
other words, ‘professional’ violence can be justified if it has
nationalist aims. This implies that more general class resistance
is impossible until the creation of a nation state (on racial
lines) has opened up the possibility of violent struggle by ‘its’
working class. ,

The fact is that even today, by monopolising and institution-
alising the fight against the Zionist state, the PLO is actively
reinforcing the sense of helplessness felt by Palestinians living
in the Occupied Territories. To those living under totalitarian
terror, it offers liberation by proxy. ,

Against any notion of the ‘armed party’, as the armed wing of
the working class, we argue the need to generalise violent
resistance in terms of who does it and what it is for. The
problems are very different, but for the Palestinians as f

uproletanans everywhere mcluding s, the need
the division between ‘amateur’ rio  
‘professional’ armed
the wo

oosestep

e struggles of
although from

were the same thing.
n does not pretend to

e Palestinian state-in-exile.
ns.-— to negotiate the rate and

rage militancy where it conflicts
to hamess class struggle to the

interest. In the words of theMiddle
n Group,

ed on the WestBank have on the whole been
o on strike over pay and conditions against

nian employers whatever trade union activity
t is seen primarily as a part of the whole struggle ”

can we then say that “the struggle for Palestinians as
ers cannot be separated from the struggle for national

eration”, and claim at the same time that we are trying to
understand the fight of “all oppressed people with a view to
the class character of the facts of their existence” ?

Any attemt to relate revolutionary activity in western Europe
to the struggles of Palestinian workers will run into what appear
to be ‘theoretical’ problems. In spite of the fact that the
PLO seems to monopolise the struggles of Palestinian workers,
we cannot accept that this struggle is inseparable from nationalist
aspirations. But to say this means we are condemning Palestinians,
and denying that Palestinian workers have any “revolutionary
potential” is ridiculous. It is like saying that we condemn the
miners in Britain for belonging to nationalist and counter-
revolutionary organisations like the NUM and the Labour
Party. v

It’s no use pretending that the working class doesn’t really
have anything to do with nationalism, reforrnism, the PLO, the
Labour Party, or whatever - as if these things were simply
imposed on our struggles, and grudgingly gone along with.
We are not some breed of happy apes, naturally resistant. to all
forms of authority, ideology and self-defeating practice.

But that’s no excuse for throwing up your hands in dismay
and swallowing leftist propaganda wholesale. What’s the use of
trying to “engender a culture of anarchism in the arab world”, if
we ourselves forget anarchism ’s basic insights : that the
representatives of the working class are its worst enemies; and
that the working class has no homeland, and never will, until the
day it overthrows all states and tears down s
every frontier ? _fi(
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VERYONE wants to be a winner. of the dictatorship because, he
Political people are no different. The are individuals the FSLN 'wa

seems stuck in the swamps of social demo-
cracy, where it has been since the turn of the 5P°°¢h a""°‘-mcmg P“
century. The preachings of Norman Thomas, e°°"°miC Plan? 'Th¢1'e
Socialist Party candidate of the ‘SOS; and Stand this 935093] C
40 s, were little different than the ramblings ¢""'ePc"e\"5- “"h°

of today's publications such as In These Times to h¢lP thc C0"
or Socialist Review. As usual, the left looks Pencurs arc 3
outside the ‘US for action. imifilllivfifi H11

In I979, just as the two-bar blues of the of em’-‘TY ‘me
punk scene began to seem stale -- a Revolu- mus’ have
tionl Nicaragua was the place. Augusto Cesar PPUCPIP
Sandino, a martyred leader, a cross between Prod“?
Davy Crockett and Robin Hood, was a perfect P°°Pl
candidate for vicarious hero worship. PX‘?

NICARAGUA has been in the news recently, with theelections (the first
in that part of the world for fifty years) and somevery unsubtle attempts
by the US Government to reap the benefits of an. invasion without actually
having to carry one out. This was met by some very unsiibtle attempts by
the Nicaraguan Government to reap the benefits of a threatened invasion
without having to suffer one, iii‘ the form of a massive patriotic
mobilisation.  

The following article is from a revolutionary paper called The Daily Battle
produced in Berkeley, California. It is obviously written for an American
audience, so some of the references may be obscure to you ;but they are
easily translatable into European terms.

The Daily Battle can be contacted at : 2000, Center St. No. 1200
Berkeley, Ca. 94704, USA

‘Socialism’ in Quotation Marks

official movement in this country consolidate into the revolut
Henry Ruiz,. minister

' b

over the lands the campesinos woul
food for themselves instead of grow
crops for the State The Sandinista
the peasants are not informed e
responsible decisions about t
Against the actions of the la
the FSLN bureaucrat Toma
the regime, saying that
would be respected and
act with a strong and
cannot allow counter
revolution [3 One
merited Idon tu
seizing the land
you it s coun
rule of the F
the FSLN
exprop

factor:
abou

From its very inception in the early 1960's
the Sandinista National Liberation Front has
emphasized multi-class cooperation against
the regime, and’ that the patriotic middl
classes would play a central role in any eff
to topple Somoza. From the time of La Pr
Publisher Pedro Joachim Charnmoro’s
nation in early I978 until Somoza’s d
july I979 the F.S.L.N. leade
maneuvering to place itself in a gov
‘National Unity‘ with people like
twelve’, (Los Doce), and other
of the ‘progressive-liberal
classes. The final overth
a great degree an uno
taneous revolt in which
did most of the fighti
was no time when
asserted their int
multi~class stru
ship. The Sa
strated its c
businessm
into the

At a
State
Wot
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right to be drafted into the Army. [9]
Billboards and posters with jingoistic

slogans‘ appear everywhere in Nicaragua,
celebrating the virtues of the state and of

roduction for the fatherland.' Pro-govern-
nt literature and films are full of references

e glorious leadership of Daniel Ortega
omas Borge and of images of the
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regime. The Sandinistas also supported the
military suppression of Solidarnosc. Apolo-
gists for the FSLN excused this on the grounds
that they were receiving most of their aid from
the Eastern Bloc. The truth, however, is that
over 4.-’5 of this aid was coming from outside
the Eastern bloc. [12] A more convinicing
explanation might be that the junta was doing

eiiiis miiiiias S°°5@'5i¢PPiii8 amidsi the same thing on a smaller scale as jaruzelski
in Poland. ln Nicaragua strikes, the basic
defensive weapon of the working class, had
already been banned, and the so-called ultra
left opposition has been crushed.

Frederico Lopez, head of the FSLN propa-
ganda department said: ‘Should it be impos-
sible to neutralize anti-Soviet feelings with
respect to Poland, we should strive to
Neutralize possible analogies between Nica-
ragua and Poland, above all with respect to
strikes.‘ (From ‘A Critical Look at the
Sandinistas‘ by Eric Chester, Changes. May.
1982.)

‘If necessary, we will use force to put an end
to seizures and strikes, in order to guarantee
national production and the development of
the reactivation plan.‘ (Moises Hassan,
member of the Sandanista junta, quoted in
Cambio 16, March 4, 1980.)

'Commandantes live in the wealthier dis-
stricts of Managua, occupying mansions
previously -owned by leading Sornocistas.

hey are provided with chauffeur-drive cars,
rvants and bodyguards. Their government

es are air-conditioned, a most exclusive and
tant status symbol in tropical Managua.

ople of a poor country, this is a very
tyle of life.‘ (Eric Chester, ibid.)
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perhaps more tied to the social-democratic
bankers of Sweden and West Germany. The
left-capitalists in Central America also wish to
avoid the mistakes made by the Cuban
regime's development of an inefficient state
capitalism which is totally dependent on the
Russian-led East Bloc. One can oppose US
intervention in Central America without
supporting the leftist nationalists. The current
rulers of El Salvador, Honduras and Guate-
mala are greedy psychopaths and exploiters
and they deserve to end up in front of a firing
squad. (They’ll probably end up in Miami.)

Pragmatism and Empriicism
Pragmatic leftists often defend the Sandin-

istas by posing the question, ‘Well, what else
can they do in their situation?’ This seemingly
innocuous rebuttal, when examined, reveals
how totally inadequate most left analyses are
— indeed, how capitalist these analyses are.
First and foremost one notices the implicit
assumption that the Sandinistas are the
revolutionary subject, and not the workers and
peasants. The argument that the Sandinistas
‘represent’ the interests of the workers and
peasants fails completely, given their ban on
strikes and expropriations, and protection of
private capitai. It also ignores the historical
record of comparable revolutions (China,
Cuba, Grenada, etc.), and avoids the crucial
issue of power relations between classes,
within ‘mass organizations,’ and amon
nation-states.

Behind this lies state worship -
complete acceptance of the natio
system, of ‘legitimate national interes
mythical power to transform society
to the state. This amounts to
acceptance of world capitalism,
the world's economy into nati
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capitalist production. Living standards may
improve. Health, nutrition and literacy cam
paigns fulfill a role in developing market
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